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Abstract: 

Sam Shepard’s  drama  draws  heavily  from  his  personal experience  and  is  inspired  by  his 
own   family  relationships. Shepard’s father was emotionally   crippled   after   working   as   a   
bombing   pilot during World War II. On several occasions, he left his wife and children and 
headed for a solitary life in the desert (Schvey 14). Shepard’s father attempted to teach his only 
son the lesson that the only way of the mythic American male was one of fierce independence 
and violence. Shepard said in a 1986 Rolling Stone interview with Jonathan Cott, “My old man 
tried to force on me a notion of what it is to be a ‘man’.” Shepard’s remarks imply that he was 
more than a little resistant to his father’s notion of ‘manliness’. For Shepard’s father, the ‘man’s 
way’ involved unabashed hard drinking. The present paper attempts to show that the twentieth 
century American males are controlled by definitions of ‘masculinity’ suggested by a patriarchal, 
capitalist society. Even though they frantically cling to the illusion of their own professional 
success and always play the role of the stereotyped, thriving male, their masks of success are 
gradually shattered, as the men increasingly give expression to a sense of insecurity and a feeling 
of failure. The paper throws some light on Shepard’s depiction of an endless circle of masculine 
despair with the father’s patriarchal challenges and mistakes on some level repeated by his son.  
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Twentieth century American playwright Sam Shepard attempts to set straight the series of myths 
and half-truths that burden American families, thus exposing the falseness of such family 
models, presented by a strongly bonded group managed by a patriarch whose authority was 
usually absolute with women presented as happy in their role of a full time homemaker, rearing 
children. Shepard ascertains the primary reasons for the family dysfunction that has slithered into 
twentieth century American families and more than anything else, for Shepard at least, the family 
dysfunction is by and large because of the powerlessness of American men to reconcile their 
‘perception’ of American identity with the ‘reality’ of life in America. He thus links the issue of 
identity to the institution of family besides considering capitalism as a cause for the shift in 
family dynamics. The roots lie in the prevailing ideas of masculinity in the 20th century United 
States which has been strongly internalized by the American psyche.  
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            According   to   Carla   J. McDonough’s   study,  Staging   Masculinity: Male   Identity   
in Contemporary American Drama (1997), there exist two conflicting ideals of masculinity in 
American   society: “the   ideal   of   masculine   success”  and   the   “frontier   ideal   of   
masculinity”(47).While  the  former  represents successful  business  men who hold  respectable     
jobs   and    remain    active  participants   of   public   life,   the   latter   may   be   understood   
in   relation   to   men   who   seek   the adventurous life of cowboys - who were nothing but a 
product of American mythicizings of the normal shepherd working in the American west. The 
‘West’ had already been eulogized by American historians like Frederick Turner, calling it an 
‘Eden’ with abundant land available. As America came to be recognized as a ‘Land of 
Opportunities’, it needed to cultivate an idealized self-image characterized by individualism and 
self-reliance. In  order  to  further  capitalism  as  a  dominant ideology, the country, thus  created  
a  representative  figure – the  cowboy  who, like the European medieval knight from whom he 
drew much of his mythologization  in  both  characterization  and representation, furthered  
American  nationalism  and  the  capitalist  ideology. The cowboy came to be recognized as self-
sufficient, solitary, aloof but at the same time domesticating both himself and the western 
landscape. The cowboy was thus only a dominant capitalist ideology in disguise. The result was 
a romanticizing of the great Wild West represented by rugged individualism, freedom   and 
masculine pride. The twentieth century American male thus seems to be caught between two 
contradictory ideals of masculinity; on   the   one   hand,   the   adventurer   living   in   the   
American   wilderness; on the other hand, the urbanized businessman and a family man. 

          In this context, Murphy argues: “Twentieth-century American society appears to promote 
a variety of roles towards which   males   might   wish   to   aspire.   While   on   the   one  hand   
society  applauds   the  man     who    marries,     has   children,    and   provides     them    with   
a  good    home     and  everything       they   might     desire,   on    the   other   hand,   society    
also   displays a tremendous respect towards figures who represent none of these reliable 
qualities” (142). The American male is undoubtedly met with a number of expectations and may 
be argued to be under a “double pressure”; he is expected to successfully manage his roles in 
both the public and the private arenas. Not surprisingly, the public and the private role are at 
times in conflict with each other; more importantly, it appears that the private role as husband-
father is premised on the role that man holds in the public sphere, where he is after all an 
independent, self-sufficient kind of a man. Hence, the famous remark made by Dodge in 
Shepard’s 1979 play Buried Child, “You think just because people propagate they have to love 
their offspring? You never seen a bitch eat her puppies?”(55). 

            This interference of the public into the private ultimately leads the fathers in Shepard’s 
plays undergo a masculine despair, the end result of which is violence and alcoholism. But even 
then, the patriarchal  ideas  and  societal  expectations  that   men    are  met  with  are   passed on 
from generation to generation: from fathers to sons, as Shepard’s personal experience testifies: “I 
know what this thing is about because I was a victim of it; it was part of my life, my old man 
tried to force on me a notion of what it was to be a man” (qtd. in McDonough 50).In Shepard’s 
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Pulitzer winning play Buried Child, the father Dodge is trapped in by the ideas of self-
sufficiency and masculinity laid out for him already at birth, “I was independent. Always 
independent. Always found a way. Self-sufficient” (Buried…23). However, Dodge realizes that 
he is now utterly disempowered as he recognizes his inability to control the actions of his oldest 
son, Tilden, and even the sexuality of his own wife Halie. Quite ironically, he argues, 
''persistence, fortitude and determination. Those are the three virtues. You stick with those three 
and you can't go wrong.''(42). Despite these, Dodge has failed, and has become powerless, his 
farm lies barren, and his domestic space is in shambles. He attempts to compensate for his lack 
of power by bossing his wife and sons around. None of them, however show any sign of obeying 
the defeated Dodge. Dodge sees paternity only as a phallic exercise of strength. He rejects caring 
for his children, for he fears death at the hands of his progeny. ''You think just because people 
propagate they have to love their offspring?''(55). 

            According to Shepard, “[t]here’s some hidden, deeply rooted thing in the Anglo-male 
American that has to do with inferiority, that has to do with not being a man, and always,   
continually   having   to   act   out   some   idea   of   manhood   that   is   violent”   (qtd.   in 
McDonough 35). Thus in spite of suffering from masculine despair, the fathers in Shepard’s 
family dramas harbor great expectations for their sons and the sons look at the father’s demands 
as a violation of their freedom as individuals and this becomes a source of conflict and 
contaminates the   relationship   between   fathers   and   sons- dismantling the family in the 
process. In Buried Child too, the relationship between Dodge and his son Bradley is marked by a 
struggle for dominance. Shepard reveals the struggle of the father to keep his son from gaining 
power. They yearn to break each other down and perform acts of emasculation on each other. 
Bradley brutally cuts the hair of his sleeping father, leaving him defenseless, bleeding from 
numerous cuts. Dodge also yearns for power over Bradley as he remarks: ''All ya gotta do is take 
his leg and throw it out the back door. Helpless. Totally helpless’’ (53). 

           The sons in Shepard’s plays finally attempt to escape the fathers’ violent patriarchal 
legacy which doesn’t fit into their idea of ‘manhood’. Such an attempt however turns out to be 
quite unsuccessful since in escaping, the sons are ultimately taking refuge in the same 
misremembered past that drove their father on the verge of despair. That is what Shepard shows 
in his last family play The Late Henry Moss(2000).In this play, the character/son is represented 
by Ray. Much like Vince in Buried Child, Ray, having been away from the family/patriarch only 
gets pulled back into the vortex of the family. Ray actually returns as a composed and non-
violent person whose initial want, to take care of the family and return back to civilized life, 
transforms him into acting out the violence and alcoholism of the patriarch. Ray has arrived just 
because he has been informed that his father has died. He then tries to investigate what happened 
to his father in his last days. He looks for all the possible clues, right from glancing through the 
family photographs to asking the neighbors. But all turn out to be misleading since all belong to 
that misremembered, mythicized past. The only way out left then is enacting what the father 
could have possibly done and this reenactment includes nothing but a performance of the father’s 
violent acts with Ray, beating his brother, Earl, until he cannot walk , forcing him to clean the 
floor because he is going to stay and live in their dead father's house:  
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 RAY: Get up off the floor!! [Ray kicks Earl hard in    the ribs.  Earl struggles 
to the downstage chair and drags himself up into it . . .] You know what I 
think? I think it's time we straightened up in here, don't you? Get a little 
order. I mean if I'm gonna be living here I'd like to have a little order. Scrub 
the floors maybe. . .  . (The Late…95) 

           For Shepard there doesn’t seem to be an end to the cycle of violence perpetrated by the father 
and reiterated by the son unless and until they come to terms with their personal and national 
history. Shepard asserts that Americans must accept the shaping impact of American heritage that 
has always celebrated a pioneering spirit, minimizing the violence that accompanied it. So, rather 
than an escape, it is the confrontation with reality that can bring about any kind of a solution - it’s 
all about coming out of the myths, and meeting the reality head on. Yet this realization doesn’t 
arrive while these characters are alive. It can be said that for Shepard, the “real” finds its 
authenticity only in death. 
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